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81. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 IN 1963 J. Stallings [9] constructed a finitely presented group G with H,G free 
abelian of infinite rank, thereby demonstrating the homological complexity of finitely 
presented groups. (Here H,G denotes the nth homology group of G with trivial 
integer coefficient.) The complexity of finitely presented groups had already been 
clearly revealed by G. Higman’s extraordinary characterization in 1961 of the 
finitely generated subgroups of finitely presented groups as the finitely generated 
groups which can be defined by a recursively enumerable set of relations [4]. In fact it 
follows readily from this subgroup theorem of Higman that finitely presented groups 
of the kind constructed by Stallings abound. 
The object of this paper is to explore more generally and more fully the entire 
integral homology sequence 
H,G,H2G,H,G,... 
of a finitely presented group G. In view of Higman’s theorem it is perhaps not 
surprising that the results we shall describe here are couched in terms of recursive 
functions. 
1.2 We recall first some terminology that is more or less in common usage. A 
presentation (X; R) is termed recursively enumerable, or more briefly r.e. if 
x = {x,, x2,. . .} 
is a countable set of generators and the set of defining relations 
R = {r,, r2,. . .) 
is an r.e. subset of the free group on X. We shall also be concerned with abelian 
presentations of abelian groups, which we denote by (X; R)ob; here, of course, R is a 
subset of the free abelian group on X. The motion of an r.e. abelian group presen- 
tation is then defined analogously to that of an r.e. presentation. It follows without 
difficulty that an abelian group has an r.e. abelian group presentation if and only if it 
has an r.e. presentation. A sequence 
(Xi; Ri)oh (i = 1,2,. . .) 
of r.e. abelian group representations is termed r.e. if U Ri is an r.e. subset of the free 
i=l 
abelian group on ; Xi where X,, X2, . . . ’ IS an r.e. sequence of disjoint sets. Similarly 
i=I 
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a sequence of abelian groups 
A,, A?, . . . 
is termed an r.e. sequence if there are abelian group presentations 
Ai = (Xi; Ri)ah (i = 192,. . . ) 
such that the resultant sequence of abelian group presentations is r.e. 
The clue to understanding the integral homology sequence of a finitely presented 
group is contained in the following simple 
THEOREM A. The integral homology sequence of a group which has an r.e. 
presentation is an r.e. sequence. The integral homology sequence of a finitely presented 
group is an r.e. sequence in which the first two terms are finitely generated. 
Our major concern is with the converse of Theorem A. In order to explain our 
main result we call an r.e. abelian group presentation (X; R)ob untangled if R is a 
basis of the subgroup it generates, and otherwise tangled. We are now able to 
formulate 
THEOREM B. Let 
A,, -4, A3, . . . 
be a sequence of abelian groups in which the first two terms are finitely generated. If 
the Ai’s are given by an r.e. sequence of presentations each of which is untangled, then 
there exists a finitely presented group whose integral homology sequence is the given 
sequence. 
Now, as we shall show in 3.4, there exists a finitely presented group whose integral 
homology sequence cannot be realized as an r.e. sequence of untangled presentations. 
So Theorem B is not the converse to Theorem A. However, Theorem B, in con- 
junction with some “untangling” theorems, yields some pleasing consequences, as 
detailed below. 
1.3 The first of these untangling theorems is 
THEOREM C. Let (X; R)ob be an r.e. abelian group presentation of the torsion-free 
abelian group A. Then there is a recursiveprocedure whereby (X; R)oh can be transformed 
into an untangled presentation (Y; S),, of A. 
It turns out that we can put Theorem B together with Theorem C to yield the 
COROLLARY Bl Let A,, A2, . . . be an r.e. sequence of torsion-free abelian groups. 
If A, and A2 are finitely generated then there exists 4 finitely presented group whose 
integral homology sequence is the given sequence of torsion-free abelian groups. 
We have been unable to determine whether a torsion-free abelian group which has 
an r.e. presentation always has an r.e. presentation with a solvable word problem. 
This is relevant to our second untangling theorem. 
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THEOREM D. Let (X; R)ah be an r.e. abelian group presentation with solvable word 
problem, i.e. the word problem for the given presentation (X; R)oh is recursively 
solvable. Then there is a recursive procedure whereby (X; Rjob can be transformed 
into an untangled presentation (Y; S),,, (of the same underlying abelian group). 
Once again Theorem B can be invoked, giving rise to 
COROLLARY B2. Let A,, AZ, . . . be an r.e. sequence of abelian groups given by r.e. 
presentations with uniformly solvable word problems. If A, and A2 are finitely 
generated then there exists a finitely presented group whose integral homology sequence 
is the given sequence of abelian groups. 
We would like to draw attention to a special case of Corollary B2 which we here 
formulate as 
COROLLARY B3. Let A,. A?, . . . be an r.e. sequence of finite presentations of 
finitely generated abclian groups. Then there exists a finitely presented group whose 
integral homology sequence is the given sequence of abelian groups. 
1.4 There are a number of ingredients that go into the proof of Theorem B. One of 
the most indispensable of these involves the notion of an acyclic group P ([l]); thus, 
by definition . 
H,P=O if n>O. 
It turns out that finitely presented acyclic groups are extremely complicated in view of 
the following 
THEOREM E. Every group which admits an r.e. presentation can be embedded in a 
finitely presented acyclic group. 
Theorem E answers a question raised in [l]. 
We would like to record here another embedding theorem which, although unrelated 
to Theorem B, is connected to Theorem E. 
THEOREM F. Every group G with an r.e. presentation can be embedded in a finitely 
presented group F such that 
H,G = H,F (n 2 4). 
A second ingredient in the proof of Theorem B is 
general 
the “locally” somewhat more 
THEOREM G. Let A be an abelian group, n an integer. If A has an r.e. presentation 
and if n 2 3, then there exists a finitely presented group G such that 
H,,G = A. 
In a sense, then, Theorem G may be viewed as the ultimate generalization of the 
example of Stallings cited at the outset. 
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1.5 The techniques developed here (indeed also those in[l]) can easily be adapted 
to obtain a complete description of all integral homology sequences: 
THEOREM H. Let 
A,,A2,. . . 
be any sequence of abelian groups. Then there exists a group G whose integral 
homology sequence is the given sequence. Moreover if A, is finitely generated and the 
other terms in the sequence are countable, then G can be chosen finitely generated. 
1.6 The arrangement of the rest of this paper is as follows. In §2 we prove Theorem A. 
Then in 43 we concern ourselves with untangled presentations, proving Theorems C and 
D and concluding with an example of an abelian group A which has an r.e. presentation 
with the property that all of its r.e. presentations are tangled. Theorems E and Fare proved 
in 94 and Theorems G, I3 and H are then proved in §5. 
92. THE PROOF OF THEOREM A 
2.1 Let G be a group with presentation (X; R). Now K. W. GruenbergU] has 
proved that the integral homology groups of G can be expressed as subquotients of 
the integral group ring ZF of the free group F on X. In order to describe Gruenberg’s 
formulae let 
K = gpF(R) 
be the normal subgroup of F generated by R, and let 
9 = Ker[ZF+Z, .?Y = Ker[ZF+Z(F/K)] 
g be respectively the kernels of the ring homomorphisms 
Cnifi +%, 2nifi -+ 2ni(fiK). 
Then 
Hz,G z (P’ n K?l’-15F)/(SW” + 3P.F) (n 3 1) 
and 
H2,+,G = (9.Y” n .‘%?‘S)/(W’+ + 9%?‘9) (n 3 0). 
Here .%” is the subring of ZF generated by the n fold products of elements of x (i.e., 
the additive subgroup of ZF generated by these n fold products) etc. We shall use this 
notation throughout this entire section. The following lemmas hold. 
LEMMA 1. If (X; R) is an r.e. presentation, then 9 and .Y are r.e. subsets of ZF. 
Proof. Since R is r.e. so is K. Now X is the left ideal of ZF generated by 
K - 1 = {k - Ilk&}. 
So x is r.e. Since 9 is the left ideal of ZF generated by F-l, 9 is also r.e. 
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LEMMA 2. Let Y be an abelian group with an r.e. presentation (X; R)ah and let A and B 
be subgroups of Ygiven by r.e. sets of generators which are words in X. !f A s B then B/A 
has an r.e. presentation which can be effectively found from the given data. 
Proof. Let F be the free abelian group with basis 
x = {Xl, x2, . . .} 
and N = gp(R) so that Y = F/N. By hypothesis N is an r.e. subset of F. Suppose that 
U = {u,, u?, . . .} and V= {v,, v2, . . .} are the given r.e. sets of generators for A and B 
respectively. Here each ui and vi is a word in X. 
Since N is r.e., the set S of words in the vi’s which, regarded as words in X, 
belong to N is also r.e. Thus (V; S),, is an r.e. presentation of B. 
Now assume that A c B. Then for each Uj there is an element of N of the form 
Uj - wj(VIT VT3 . * .) where wi is a word on the Vi’S. Moreover such Wj’s can be 
effectively found by enumerating N so that W = {w,, w2, . . .} is an r.e. set of words in 
the q’s. Now 
B/A = (V; S u W)obr 
so B/A has an r.e. presentation. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let G be a group with an r.e. presentation (X; R). Then its 
integral homology sequence is an r.e. sequence. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 both 9 and x are r.e. subsets of ZF. It follows readily, for every 
n s 0, that .%?, 9?V and x”9 are also r.e. The intersection of two r.e. subsets is again 
r.e. So 
is also r.e. Furthermore 5’Z”*’ + 5%“9 is similarly also r.e. Therefore by Lemma 2 
applied to the free abelian group ZF, 
H *“+, = (%i? + YPS)/(%“” + mmq 
has an r.e. presentation and, analogously, so too does H2,G. 
2.2 Suppose now that the group G of Proposition 1 is actually finitely presented. 
Then H,G is certainly finitely generated and so too is H2G (Hopf [S]). This then 
completes the proof of Theorem A. 
While Hopf’s formula for a finitely presented group G gives effectively a finite set 
of generators for H2G, it only yields an r.e. set of defining relations. Of course, being 
a finitely generated abelian group, H2G is finitely presented. Results of C.McA. 
Gordon [lo] show there is no effective method for finding a finite presentation of H,G. 
53. UNTANGLED PRESENTATIONS 
3.1 We begin with the proof of 
THEOREM C. Let (X; R)“,, be an r.e. abelian group presentation of the torsion-free 
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abelian group A. Then thereis a recursiveprocedure whereby (X; R),,h can be transformed 
into an untangled presentation (Y; S),, of A. 
Before beginning the proof of Theorem C it seems worth clarifying some of the 
concepts involved in Theorem C. For definiteness suppose that 
x = {x,, x2, . . . }. 
Then by hypothesis R is an r.e. subset of the free abelian group F with basis X. This 
means that R is the range of a recursive function, i.e. there is a recursive enumeration 
rl, r,, . . . 
of the elements of R, possibly with repetitions. In addition it is worth noting that 
implicit in the notation 
is a so-called “presentation map” 0: X4 A whose extension to a homomorphism 
4: F+A has kernel K = gp(R). 
We are now in a position to begin the proof of Theorem C. To this end we put 
x’ = 1x0) U x, R’ = {x,,} U R, K’ = gp(R’) 
and let F’ denote the free abelian group with basis X’. Let 8+ be the extension of 8 
to X’ which maps x0 to 0. Then the homomorphism 
kernel K’ i.e. 
4’: F’+A defined by 8’ has 
A = (X’; R+)ab. 
It is this presentation of A that we will recursively untangle. Thus (see the statement 
of Theorem C) Y = X’ and S has as yet to be concocted. 
In fact we will define elements 
SI, Q, . . . 
of F’ in such a way that the distinct elements in this sequence comprise a basis S for 
K’. To start out with we put 
s1 = x0. 
Suppose inductively that the elements 
Sir ST,. . . 7 sn (n 2 1, Si E K”, i = 1, . . . , n) 
have been defined in such a way that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) the distinct non-zero elements t,, t2, . . . , tk in the sequence s,, s?, . . . , s, are 
part of a basis for F’; 
(ii) rj E gp(t,, . . . , tk) (i = 1,2, . . . , n - 1). 
Notice that it follows from (i) that the elements tiy tz, . . . , tk are also part of a basis 
for K’. 
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We come now to the definition of s.+]. Each of the elements sl, s2, . . . , s,, r, 
involve only finitely many basis elements, say x0, xl, . . . , xi. Put 
Obviously the elements t,, tz, . . . , tk, r, belong to F,’ and so, simply by computing 
determinants we can determine whether or not they are linearly independent. We 
consider the two possibilities in turn. 
Suppose t,, fZ, . . . , fk, r, are linearly dependent. Then we can effectively find a 
non-trivial dependence relation 
mr, = 2 mit; (m > 0). 
But gp(t,, tz, . . . , tn) is a direct factor of 4’. So m = 1 and r, E gp(t,, t2, . . . , tk). We 
then define 
%+I = 0. 
If t,, tz, . . . , tk, r, are linearly independent we put 
We can then effectively compute T where T/H is the torsion subgroup of fi’/H. 
Notice that 4’(T) is a finite subgroup of the torsion-free group A and hence trivial, 
i.e. 
TcK’. 
Moreover F,+/T is a finitely generated torsion-free abelian group and therefore free 
abelian. This implies that any basis for T is also part of a basis for F,’ and so also for 
F’ itself. Now T is free abelian of rank k + 1 and so we can effectively find an 
element tk+l E T so that t,, t2, . . . , fk+, generate T. This impiieS that t,, f2, . . . , fk+, is in 
fact a basis for T. We now put 
s n+l = fk+l. 
This inductive step completes the proof of Theorem C. 
3.2 We prove next 
THEOREM D. Let (X; R)ob be an r.e. abelian group presentation with solvable word 
problem, i.e. the word problem for the given presentation (X; R)ob is recursively solvable. 
Then there is a recursive procedure whereby (X; R)ob can be transformed into an 
untangled presentation (Y; S),, (of the same underlying abelian group). 
Proof. Let A be the abelian group with r.e. presentation (X; R)ob having solvable 
word problem. We suppose again that 6 is the underlying presentation map and that 
x = {x,, x2, . . . }. Let F be the free abelian group on X and let K = gp(R). 
Furthermore let X’ = {x0} U X, F’ the free abelian group on X’, R’ = {ro} U _P, 
K’ = gp(R’) and let 8’ be the extension of 0 to X- defined by 
8’: X”“0. 
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So 6- is again a presentation map for A and 
A = (X’; R+)ab. 
Let 4’ be the extension of 8’ to F’. Notice also that 
A = (X’; K+)ab. 
It is this presentation that we shall recursively transform into an untangled presen- 
tation for A. 
As in the proof of Theorem C we put 
Y=X'. 
Notice now that by assumption K is a recursive subset of F, i.e. both K and F - K 
are r.e. It follows readily that K’ is a recursive subset of F’. So there is a recursive 
enumeration of the elements of K’ which we can assume begins with x0: 
ro( = x0), h, r2, . . . . 
We begin “untangling” these relators of A by putting 
Suppose inductively that the elements 
SI, s2,. . . 7 S” (n 3 1, Si E K’, i = 192, . . . ,n) 
have been defined and, concurrently, that elements 
UI, u2,. . . , uk 
have also been defined, where k is the rank of L = gp(s,, s?, . . . , sn), so that the 
following conditions hold: 
(i) the distinct non-zero elements t,, tz, . . . , tk in the sequence sI, s2, . . . , s, are 
linearly independent; 
(ii) uI, u?, . . . , uk are part of some basis for F’; 
(iii) if M = gp(u,, u2, . . . , uk), then 
K+nM=L: 
(iv) r, E L (i = I, 2,. . . , n - 1). 
Notice that it follows that L is of finite index in M. Moreover since F’/M is free 
abelian 
K+/L = (K++ MUM 
is also free abelian. This implies that t,, t?, . . . , tl, is part of some basis for K’. 
We are now ready to make the inductive step. First we check on the linear 
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dependence of r, on t,, tZ, . . . , tk. If r, is in fact dependent on t,, . . . , tk it follows that 
r,, E M because A4 is a direct summand of the torsion-free group K’. Hence by (iii) 
we also have r, E L. We then put 
%I+1 = 0 
and introduce no additional Ui’s. If r, is independent of t,, t2,. . . , tk we proceed as 
follows. First we put 
N = gp(L, ml. 
We can effectively compute the torsion subgroup TIN of F’IN by the usual standard 
techniques of finitely generated abelian group theory (notice that each of the finitely 
many generators of N is as a word in, overall, finitely many of the free generators Y of 
F’). Notice that T is free abelian of rank k + 1 and that F’/ T is also free abelian. Thus u,, 
u2,. . . , uk belong to T and since uI, u2,. . . , uk are part of a basis for F’ we can effectively 
find a basis 
UI, u2,. . . , uk, uk+l 
of T, which in turn is itself part of a basis of F’. Next we consider 4’(T). Since 
4’(N) = 0, 4’(T) is a finite subgroup of A. Now A has a solvable word problem in 
the presentation (X’; K+)ob and c#J’( T) is given explicitly by a finite set of generators. 
So we can effectively compute the order of 4’(T) and thereby effectively adjoin 
finitely many elements to T yielding the kernel U of 4’ restricted to K’ fl T. Now 
K+/ U = K+/(K+ n T) = (K’ + T)/T 
is free abelian, which means K’ splits over U. Thus any basis for U is part of a basis 
for K’. But U is free abelian of rank k + 1, and t,, t2, . . . , tk is part of a basis of U, 
and so we can effectively choose tk+, E U so that t,, t2,. . . , tk+, is a basis for U. We now 
choose 
s n+l = fk+l. 
Since N G U and r, E N it follows that we have completed the inductive step in the proof 
of Theorem D and with it the proof of the theorem itself. 
3.3 We would like to record one further theorem involving untangled presen- 
tations viz. 
THEOREM I. Let A be a torsion abelian group and suppose that A has an r.e. abelian 
group presentation 
A = (X; R)ob. 
If this presentation is untangled, then the word problem for A is solvable in this 
presentation. 
Proof. Suppose that 
x = {Xl, x2, . . . ), 
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that F is the free abelian group with basis X and that 
R = {r,, r2, . . . }. 
We put 
and observe that, by hypothesis, R is a basis of K. Our objective is to prove that the 
complement of K in F is r.e. 
TO this end let w E F, i.e. let w be any word in the generators Xi E X. By hypothesis w 
is of finite order modulo K. So ultimately we will be able to express one of the multiples 
of w as a linear combination of the elements of R yielding a relation 
mw = 2 miri (m > 0). 
In order to determine the order of w modulo K, we compute the greatest common 
divisor d of 
Put 
m’ = m/d, mi’ = mid (i = 1,2,. . . , k). 
Then since F is torsion-free 
m’w = i mi’ri. 
i=l 
We claim w is of order m’ module K. It is clear that in fact the order, say, n, of w 
divides m’. Now 
Notice that the integer k may be taken to be the same in both summations since r,, 
r2, . . . is a basis for K. But then, for 1 = ml/n, we find 
so 
2 mi’ri = m’w = lnw = e lniri. 
i-l i=l 
mi’ = Ini (i = 1,2,. . . , k). 
Since the mi’ are relatively prime, 1 = 1 and n = m’, as claimed. Thus w E K if and only 
if m’= I which completes the proof of Theorem I. 
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3.4 Our final objective in this section is to describe an example of an abelian group A 
with an r.e. abelian group presentation such that every r.e. abelian group presentation of 
A (and hence also every r.e. presentation) has unsolvable word problem. Since A is a 
torsion group, it follows from Theorem I that every r.e. abelian group presentation of A is 
tangled! The description of A involves a recursive function f (with domain and codomain 
the positive integers) whose range is not a recursive set. If pi denotes the ith prime, we 
define A to be the group with abelian group presentation (X; R),,,, where 
x = {Xl,, Xl?, . . . ) x2,, x22, . . . ) . . .) 
and 
R = {Pi+, Xf(i).j - Xf(i),l (ii = 192, . . -)I. 
Notice that the pi-primary component of A is of exponent pi, and it is infinite if and only if 
i is not in the range off. If i belongs to the range off then the pi-primary component of A 
is the cyclic group of order pi. 
Suppose now that 
A = (Y,, ~2, . . . ; ~1, ~2,...)ob 
is an r.e. abelian group presentation of A with solvable word problem. It follows that we 
can recursively enumerate the elements of A of each finite order since A is a torsion 
group. Thus for each prime pi this enumeration will list at least pi elements of order pi if 
and only if i is not in the range off. This provides a procedure for enumerating the i such 
that i does not lie in the range of f, i.e., the range of f is recursive, a contradiction. 
Here is another such example. Take 
B = (x,, x2,. . . ; PfXi = 0, Pf(i)Xf(i) = 09 i = 1,2,3, . . . ). 
Then B has an element of order pi’ if and only if j is not in the range of f. As before a 
solution to the word problem for some presentation for B would yield an enumeration 
for the complement of the range of f which is impossible. 
94. SOME EMBEDDING THEOREMS 
4.1 Our first objective is to prove Theorem E. To this end we record a result 
implicit in Baumslag et al. [l] (see the last paragraph of 03 in [I]). 
LEMMA 3. Let G be a group. If H,G is free abelian then G can be embedded in a 
group e such that 
H,G =O; H,& = H,G (n > 1). 
Furthermore if G has an r.e. presentation so does &;; if G is finitely generated so is &. 
and if G is finitely presented, so is e. 
We are now ready to prove 
THEOREM E. Every group which admits an r.e. presentation can be embedded in a 
finitely presented acyclic group. 
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Let U be G. Higman’s universal finitely presented group (see [4]), i.e. every group 
with an r.e. presentation can be embedded in U. By Theorem 5.5 of [l], U can be 
embedded in a finitely generated acyclic group V with an r.e. presentation. So V 
embeds in an isomorphic copy a of U, where the map ii * u(u E U) is an isomorphism 
between 0 and U. Now let E be the HNN-extension with base 0, associated 
subgroups U and 0 and stable letter t (see, e.g. Lyndon and Schupp[6], p. 179): 
E = (0, t; tht-’ = u (u E U)). 
Now observe that 
which implies that the normal subgroup B of E generated by ti is an ascending union 
of acyclic groups and hence acyclic. Moreover E/B is infinite cyclic and therefore it 
follows, e.g. from the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence (see e.g. 
MacLane [7], p. 351) that 
H,E=Z, H,E=O (n>l). 
So, by Lemma 3, E can be embedded in a finitely presented acyclic group. This 
completes the proof of Theorem E. 
COROLLARY El. Every finitely presented group can be embedded in a finitely presented 
acyclic group. 
Corollary El answers Question 6 of [l]. 
4.2 Next we turn to the proof of 
THEOREM F. Every group G with an r.e. presentation can be embedded in a finitely 
presented group F such that 
H,,G = H,F (n 2 4). 
The proof of Theorem F depends on an embedding of G in a finitely presented 
group via two HNN-extensions, using ideas of Higman[4] and Miller[S]. 
We begin by proving that we may assume, without loss of generality, that G is 
finitely generated. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a countable group. Then G can be embedded in a finitely 
generated group 6 such that 
H,C.? = H,,G (n 3 3). 
If G has an r.e. presentation, then so does (I?. 
Proof. Let Fi be the free group freely generated by {a, bi} (i = 1, 2), and let 
x = {x,, x2,. . . } 
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be a countable set of generators of G. We then put 
G = {(G * F,) * F,; U, = U,}, 
the generalized free product of (the ordinary free product) G*F, (of G and F,) and Fz 
amalgamating 
U, = gp(x,a,-‘b,a,, xza,-*b,a12,. . . ) with U2 = gp(Uze1b2U2, a2-*b2az2,. . . ). 
according to the isomorphism defined by the map 
XiU,-‘b,Ul’~ U2-‘bzU*’ (i = 1,2,. . . ). 
Notice that U, and U2 are free and that the homology of G can be computed readily 
from the usual Mayer-Vietoris sequence. The net result is that 
H& = H,,G (n a 3) 
as desired. Since G can clearly be generated by 4 elements, this completes the proof 
of Lemma 4. 
We are now in a position to construct the finitely presented group F of Theorem 
F. By Lemma 4 we may assume that G is finitely generated, say by a,, a2, . . . , ak: 
G = MaI, a*, . . . , ad (k < 4. 
By Higman’s theorem, G can be embedded in a finitely presented group G,, say. We 
choose then a finite set of generators for G, which includes those already chosen for 
G: 
G, = @(a,, a*, . . . , ak, ak+,, . . . , Cl,) (1 < 03). 
Let Y now be the free group on x,, x2,. . . , xk, let Y, be the free group on I,, x2,. . . , x, 
and let n and n, be respectively the homomorphisms of Y onto G and T, onto G, 
defined by the mappings 
The kernel K, of n, is then generated as a normal subgroup 
elements, say by 
, 0. 
of Y, by finitely many 
0(x,, . . . t Xl), . . . , r,(x,, . . . 7 XI), 
where we have here used this functional notation to indicate that each ri(x,, . . . , xl) is 
actually an explicit product involving XI’, o . . , xl. Thinking then in these terms, we see 
that the corresponding products in G, turn out to be trival, i.e. 
C(al,. . . 9 a,) = 1 (i = 1,2,. . . ) n). 
Next let us denote, similarly, the kernel of n by K. 
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Now let P be a finitely presented acyclic group containing Y and let p be an 
isomorphic copy of P, obtained simply by adding a bar - to the elements of P. We 
take then P to be the copy of Y in p, carrying over this notation in the obvious way 
as we go along. 
Now let Q be the direct product of P, p and G, i.e. let 
Q=PXPXG. 
Consider the subgroup L of Q generated by the elements x,f,, . . . , x,X,, r-,(x,, . . . , x,), 
. . . ) m(x,, . . . , x,1: 
L = gp(XlR,, . . . , X,X,, ri(Xj, . . . ,X1), . . . , r,(x,, . . . , Xl)). 
Then (see [S]) 
w(x,, . . . 9 x,) E L if and only if w(a,, . . . , a,) = 1. 
Now let R be the HNN-extension with base Q and associated subgroups L and L, 
with single stable letter t: 
R = (Q, t; tf’ut = u(u E L)). 
It follows that if v E Q then 
t-‘ut = v if and only if u E L. 
So, in particular, 
t-‘w(x,, . . . , x’)t = w(x’, . , . , x,) if and only if w(a’, . . . , a,) = 1. 
Let Z be the subgroup of R generated by Y and t-’ Yf. Then Z is the generalized free 
product of Y and t-’ Yt amalgamating K: 
z = {Y * tr’ Yr; K}. 
We need to define a homomorphism 5: Z+R. To do so it suffices to define 
homomorphisms 5, and &, say, of Y and t-‘Yf into R which agree on K (the 
intersection of Y and t-‘Yt). To this end we define 5, and l2 as follows: 
r’(Xi) = Xiai, &(f-‘Xif) = t-‘Xit (i = 1,2,. . . , k). 
Notice that if w(x,, . . . , xt) E K then w(a,, . . . , ak) = 1 and therefore w(x,, . . . , xk) E L. 
Hence t-‘w(x,, . . . , xk)t = w(x,, . . . , xk). Thus 
3l(w(x,, . . . , xk)) = w(xl, . . . , xk)w(alr . . . , ak) = w(xl, . . . , xk) 
and 
&(w(x,, . . f 9 xk)) = f;(t-‘w(X,, . . . , xk)t) = t-’ w(x,, . . . &)t = w(x,, . . . , x,.). 
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Let 5 be the extension of 6, and & to 2. It is not hard then to check that l is a 
monomorphism of 2 into R. We now form the HNN-extension F with base R, 
associated subgroups Z and l(Z) and stable letter s: 
F = (R, s; s-‘zs = l(z) (z E Z)). 
We claim finally that F is finitely presented and that 
H,F = H.G (n 2 4). 
To see that F is finitely presented notice that Q can be defined by finitely many 
relations together with the relations of G, and likewise for both R and F. But the 
defining relations of G follow from the others. Indeed suppose that ~(a,, . . . , ak) = 1. 
Then wtx,, . . . , xk) E L and so 
ml, * * * , x/o = C’w(x,, . . . )X/# = s-‘PW’(X,, . . . , xt)ts 
= s_‘w(x,, . . . , Xk)S = tgw(x,, . . . 1 Xt)). 
Thus 
w(x,, * - * 9 Xk) = W(X,, . . . ) Xk)W(U,, . . . , a& 
so 
w(a,, . . . ) Uk) = 1 
is a consequence of the finitely many relations described above and therefore F is 
finitely presented. 
The computation of H,F is carried out in three stages. First observe that by the 
Ktinneth formula H,,Q = H,,G (n > 0). Then by R. Bieri’s version]21 of the Mayer- 
Vietoris sequence for HNN-extensions we find that 
H,R = HnQ (n 2 4) 
since the associated subgroup has cohomological dimension two. Similarly 
H,F = H,R (n 3 4). 
so 
H,F = H,,G (n 2 4). 
This completes the proof of Theorem F 
It should be pointed out that the proof that F is finitely presented is essentially 
Graham Higman’s celebrated “rope trick” (see Lyndon and Schupp[6], p. 219). 
05. GROUPS WITH PRESCRIBED INTEGRAL HOMOLOGY SEQUENCES 
5.1 The construction of groups with prescribed integral homology sequences is 
facilitated by the use of so-called suspensions (see $6 of [l]). We recall that if G is a 
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group and P is an acyclic group containing G then the generalized free square 
s(G) = {P*P; G} 
is termed a suspension of G. 
We record here two lemmas involving suspensions, the first of which is presum- 
ably well-known, while the second is contained in [I]. 
LEMMA 5. Ler G be a group, s(G) a suspension of G. Then 
HIS(G) = 0 and H,+,s(G) = H,G (n 2 I). 
LEMMA 6. Let G be a group. Then (i) if G is countable, s(G) can be chosen finitely 
generated: (ii) if G is given by an r.e. presentation, a suspension s(G) which is finitely 
generated with an r.e. presentation can be effectively found. 
5.2 We turn now to arranging H, appropriately. 
LEMMA 7. Let A be an abelian group. Then there exists a group G such that 
HIG = A, H,G = 0 (n > 1). 
If A is countable, then G can be chosen countable. 
A related, less incisive result, is 
LEMMA 8. Let A be an abelian group with an r.e. abelian group presentation 
A = (X; R)ob. 
Then there exists a group G with an r.e. presentation such that H,G = A, H?G is free 
abelian, and H,,G = 0 (n > 2). If the given presentation is untangled, then 
H,G = 0. 
The proof of both Lemmas 7 and 8 can be carried out at the same time. Let then A 
be an abelian group with abelian group presentation 
A = (X; R)ob. 
Let F, and Fz be free groups with respective bases XI and X2 in one-to-one 
correspondence 
xi~~ (i= 1,2) 
with X. Let furthermore P be an acyclic group of the same cardinality as Fz and 
which also contains Fz as a subgroup (see [l]). Notice that; again by [l], P can be 
chosen with an r.e. presentation if Fz is countable. 
Observe now that each of the elements r E R is a word r = r(x) in the generators 
x E X Let r, and rz be respectively the words obtained from r by replacing each x E X by 
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the corresponding xl and x2 in X, and X,. We then take G to be the generalized free 
product of F, and P identifying r, with rz, where r ranges over R: 
G = {F, * P; rl = rz(r E R)}. 
If R is untangled (this can of course always be arranged by invoking the subgroup 
theorem for free abelian groups, although not necessarily recursively), then 
H,G = A, H,G = 0 (n > 1). 
If R is tangled, however, we find that 
H,G = A, H,G is free abelian and H,G = 0 (n > 2). 
These remarks complete the proofs of both Lemmas 7 and 8. 
By repeatedly invoking Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 as needed we obtain the following 
corollary to Lemma 7. 
COROLLARY 7.1. Let A be an abelian group, n a positive integer. Then there exists a 
group G, such that 
HiG, = 0 (i > 0, i# n), H,G,, z A. 
Moreover if A is countable then G, can be chosen countable. 
Similarly we obtain 
COROLLARY 8.1. Let A be an abelian group with an r.e. abefian group presentation 
A = W; RLbr 
and let n be a positive integer. Then there is a recursive procedure whereby one can 
obtain a group G, with an r.e. presentation such that 
HiG,=O (i>O,i#n,i#n+l), 
H,G, = A, 
H,+,G, free abelian. 
If the given presentation of A is untangled, then H,,+,G,, = 0. 
A special case of Lemma 8 will turn out to be of use. 
COROLLARY 8.2. There is a recursive procedure which, given a finite presentation of a 
finitely generated abelian group A, yields a finitely presented group G such that 
H,G=A,H,G=O (n>1). 
5.2. We come now to the proof of 
THEOREM H. Let 
A,, A?,. . . 
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be any sequence of abelian groups. Then there exists a group G whose integral 
homology sequence is the given sequence. Moreover if A, is finitely generated and the 
other terms in the sequence are countable, then G can be chosen finitely generated. 
In order to prove Theorem H we choose, by Corollary 7.1, for each integer n > 0. 
a group G, such that 
HiG” =O (i>O,i# n), H,G, z A,. 
We then take G to be the free product of the G,: 
G = ; G,. 
II=! 
Now for each i > 0, 
HiG z 6 HiG, z HiGi s A;. 
So G does indeed have the correct integral homology sequence. 
Now suppose that A, is finitely generated and the other terms in the given 
sequence are countable. We can then, by Corollary 7.1 and the argument above, 
choose a countable group W such that 
H,W=A,+, (n = 1,2 ,... ). 
Now, by Lemma 6, W has a finitely generated suspension X. So 
H,X=O,H,X=H,_,W=AA, (n>l). 
But we can now choose, by Corollary 8.2, a finitely generated group Y such that 
HIY=A,,H,Y=O (n>l). 
Put 
G = Y*X. 
Then G is the finitely generated group with the desired integral homology sequence. 
5.4 The proofs of Theorems G and B are analogous to that of Theorem H. We 
first give the proof of 
THEOREM G. Let A be an abelian group, n an integer. If A has an r.e. presentation 
and if n > 2, then there exists a finitely presented group G such that 
H,,G = A. 
Proof. By Lemma 8 there exists a group X with an r.e. presentation such that 
H,X = A. 
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Let now P be a finitely presented acyclic group containing A (P exists by Theorem 
E) and from the suspension Y of X using this embedding: 
Y = {P*P; X}. 
Y is again a group which has an r.e. presentation. So invoking Theorem E once more, 
choose a finitely presented acyclic group Q containing Y and form the suspension 
2 = {Q*Q; Y}. 
Since Y is finitely generated Z is finitely presented. If we continue now to suspend in 
this way we eventually arrive at a finitely presented group G with the desired 
homology in dimension n. This completes the proof of Theorem G. 
Notice that if A has an untangled presentation, then we find that the argument 
given above yields the 
COROLLARY Gl. Let A be an abelian group, n an integer. Zf A has an r.e. 
presentation which is untangled and if n > 2, then there exists a finitely presented group 
G such that 
HiG=O(i>O,i#n),H,GzA. 
The proof of Theorem B follows that of Theorem H and Theorem G invoking 
Theorem E and Lemma 8 as needed. It suffices to sketch the argument. We recall first the 
statement of 
THEOREM B. Let 
A,, AZ, A,, . . . 
be a sequence of abelian groups in which the first two terms are finitely generated. Zf 
the Ai’s are given by an r.e. sequence of presentations each of which is untangled, then 
there exists a finitely presented group whose integral homology sequence is the given 
sequence. 
Proof. We choose first a group W with an r.e. presentation so that 
H,,WSA~+~ (n=1,2 ,... ). 
Next we suspend W using a finitely presented acyclic group containing W, yielding a 
finitely generated group X with an r.e. presentation. Now we suspend X, again using a 
finitely presented acyclic group. The result, say Y, is a finitely presented group such 
that 
H,Y=H,Y=O, H,Y=A,, (n>2). 
Now we use Corollary 8.2 and Theorem E, again, to obtain a finitely presented group 
Z such that 
H,Z = A,, H,Z = A?, H,Z = 0 (n > 2). 
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We now put 
G = Y*Z. 
G is then is a finitely presented group with the prescribed integral homology 
sequence. 
By using Corollary 8.1 the above argument can easily modified to give the 
following “stable” version of Theorem B without the assumption that the presen- 
tations are untangled. 
Theorem J. Lef 
A,, AZ,. . . 
be an r.e. sequence of abelian group presentations in which the first two terms are 
finitely generated. Let C be the free abeiian group of rank K,. Then there is a jinitely 
presented group whose homology sequence is 
A,,Az,A,@C,A,@C ,..., A,@C ,.... 
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